522                      COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS.
mum requirement of these specifications it is not necessary to break others which-may be reserved for long-time tests.
If the first briquette does not pass the test for tensile strength, then briquettes may be broken until six briquettes, two from each batch, have been broken at seven days, ancljlie remaining six reserved for twenty-eight-day tests. The highest result from any sample is to be taken as the strength of the sample when the break "is at the least section of briquette.
If, on the twenty-eight-day tests, the cement not only more than fulfills the minimum requirements of these specifications, but also shows unusual gain in strength, it may still be accepted if the other tests are satisfactory, notwithstanding a low seven-day, test, if early strength is not a matter of importance. Such cements are likely to be permanent.
For a batch of four briquettes, the following quantities are suggested as in accord with these specifications. Water is measured by fluid-ounce volumes, not by weight, temperature varying not more than 10 degrees from 62 degrees F.
Portland Cement.
Neat.—20 ounces of cement, 4 ounces of water. Mix wet                    j
five minutes.                                                                                               \
Sand.—15 ounces sand, 5 ounces cement, 2| ounces water.                    s
Mix thoroughly dry; then mix wet five minutes.                                        j
Puzzolan Cement.
Neat.—20 ounces cement, 35 ounces water. Mix wet five                    \
minutes. t                                               \
Sand.—15 ounces sand, 5 ounces cement, 2 ounces water.                    J
Mix thoroughly dry; then mix wet five minutes.                                         f
Natural Cement.                                                         ,
Neat.—20 ounces cement, 6 ounces water.    Mix wet fivv                   f
minutes.                                                                                                    t
Sand.—10 ounces cement, 10 ounces sand, 3.! uuncrs iv;t •                   j
ter.    Mix dry; then wet for five minutes.          %                                        ,
For measuring tensile strength, a machine that applies the                   f
stress automatically at a  uniform  rate  is  preferable  to  un •                   j
controlled entirely by hand.
TJiese specifications for tensile strength contemplate' th?» applications of stress at the rate of 400 pounds JUT minute !•> briquettes made as prescribed herein. ,\ rate sn rapid a^ '«> approximate a blow or so slow as to approximate a enntinnr.I stress will give very different results.
The tests for tensile strength are to he made imiwdiatrlv after taking from the water or while the briquettes are sti1!

